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Abstract

In the Internet today* transfer rates are often limited
by the bandwidth of a bottleneck link rather than the

computing power available at the ends of the links8
To address this problem* we have utilized inexpen<
sive commodity hardware to design a novel link layer

caching and compression scheme that reduces band<
width consumption8 Our scheme is motivated by the

prevalence of repeated transfers of the same infor<
mation* as may occur due to HTTP* FTP* and DNS

traDc8 Unlike existing link compression schemes* it
is able to detect and use the long<range correlation of
repeated transfers8 It also complements application<

level systems that reduce bandwidth usage* e8g8* Web
caches* by providing additional protection at a lower

level* as well as an alternative in situations where
application<level cache deployment is not practical

or economic8

We make three contributions in this paper8 First* to

motivate our scheme we show by packet trace anal<
ysis that there is signiGcant replication of data at

the packet level* mainly due to Web traDc8 Sec<
ond* we present an innovative link compression
protocol well<suited to traDc with such long<range

correlation8 Third* we demonstrate by experimen<
tation that the availability of inexpensive memory

and general<purpose processors in PCs makes our
protocol practical and useful at rates exceeding TI

JKL MbpsN8

 This work was supported by DARPA4 monitored by the
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 Introduction

In the Internet today5 transfer rates are often lim7
ited by the bandwidth of a bottleneck link rather
than the computing power available at the ends of
the links& For example5 access links >modem5 ISDN5
TC5 TDE restrict bandwidth due to cost5 while wire7
less links restrict bandwidth due to properties of
the media& A traditional solution to this problem
is the use of data compression5 either at the link
or application level& Existing compression schemes5
however5 tend to miss the redundancy of multiple
instances of the same information being transferred
between diHerent clients and servers& This is prob7
lematic because such transfers have become preva7
lent with the growth of information services such as
the Web&

DanzigKs CLLD study of Internet traMc NDO noted that
half of the FTP transfers could be eliminated with a
caching architecture that suppressed multiple trans7
fers of the same information across the same link&
Since that time5 protocols and traMc patterns have
changed with the growth of the Web Q it is now
HTTP5 not FTP5 that is dominant& However5 the
level of redundancy is still perceived to be high5 de7
spite the application7level caching mechanisms that
have emerged to curtail it&

In this paper5 we revisit the problem of improv7
ing eHective link bandwidth in the context of traf7
Sc with replicated data5 as may occur due to TCP
retransmissions5 application7level multicast5 DNS
queries5 repeatedWeb and FTP transfers5 and so on&
We have designed an innovative link compression
scheme that uses a network7based cache to detect
and remove redundancy at the packet level& Our
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scheme takes advantage of the availability of inex3
pensive memory and general3purpose processors to
provide an economical means of purchasing addi3
tional bandwidth8 That is: given the one3time costs
of ;<=== per PC and the monthly costs of ;@<== per
TA BA8< MbpsD: it is cheaper to purchase the two
PCs used by the scheme than the bandwidth they
are expected to save8

Our scheme has several interesting propertiesF

 It is independent of the format of packet data
contents and so provides beneHts even when
application objects have been previously com3
pressed: e8g8: for Web images already in JPEG
or GIF format8

 It utilizes a source of correlation that is not
available at individual clients and servers and is
not found by existing link compression schemes8

 It provides the bandwidth reduction beneHts of
caching in a transparent manner: e8g8: there is
no risk of stale information or loss of endpoint
control8

 It constructs names at the link level using Hn3
gerprints and so does not depend on higher level
protocol names or details8 For example: the
same information identiHed by diPerent URLs
will be compressed by our scheme: but not by
Web caches8

Our scheme overlaps application3level caching sys3
tems T most notably Web caches T in that both re3
duce the impact of repeated transfers of the same in3
formation8 However: our scheme is intended to com3
plement Web caches rather than to compete with
them: since it addresses a slightly diPerent goal and
works at a diPerent level8 For example: Web caches
do not take advantage of replication across multiple
caching systems: protocols and application objects8

In this paper: we presentF a trace3driven traVc anal3
ysis that motivates our schemeW the design of our
systemW and an experimental characterization of a
prototype implementation8 Our traVc analysis in
Section @ uses several traces of at least one million
packets each that we recorded between our site Bthe
MIT Laboratory for Computer Science: including
the Web consortiumD and the rest of the Internet8
In Section Y: we describe the system architecture
and compression protocol: along with a prototype
implementation running under Linux8 In Section

Z: we evaluate the performance of this prototype8
We then contrast our system with related work and
conclude in Sections < and [: respectively8

 Analysis of Replicated Tra2c

To understand the potential of a system for sup3
pressing replicated data transfers at the packet level:
we began our design by analyzing network traVc8
We deHne a packet to be replicated when the con3
tents of its payload match exactly the contents of
a previously observed payload8 Since packet head3
ers are expected to be constantly changing and a
function of the source and destination hosts rather
than the data being transported: we do not consider
them in our search for replicated data8

Note that it is not clear that overlapping Web trans3
fers will translate into replication that satisHes our
deHnition and that may be detected and removed
at the packet level8 First: data sent multiple times
must be parceled into packet payloads in the same
manner: despite potentially diPerent protocol head3
ers: path maximum transmission units BMTUsD: and
protocol implementations8 Second: the timescale
of replication Bwhich may be hours for Web docu3
mentsD must be observable with a limited amount of
storage8 We therefore characterize the replication as
deHned above by answering the following questionsF

 How much data is replicated^

 What kind of data is most likely to be repli3
cated^

 What is the temporal distribution of replicated
data^

 !" Obtaining the Packet Traces

As input to our analysis: we collected a series of full
packet traces of all traVc exchanged between our
site and the rest of the Internet8 New traces Brather
than publicly available archivesD were necessary be3
cause we require the entire packet contents in or3
der to detect repeated data8 The choice of our site
was expedient: but it makes an interesting test case
because it is a diverse environment hosting many
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All Inbound Inbound HTTP All Outbound Outbound HTTP
Total Vol/ 0 Total Vol/ 0 Total Vol/ 0 Total Vol/ 0

Set 3MB6 Repl/ 3MB6 Repl/ 3MB6 Repl/ 3MB6 Repl/
A 9:: ;9 9< ;= >>? ;@ 9<: 9?
B ;@= 9 ;A @ ><A 9; A@? 9@
C ;C> 9 A ;C 9=? 9; 9A= 9?
D 9A: ;; 99 : <C< ;= ?9C 9>
E 9;: ? 9@ @ >=? 9A ?9: 9=

Total ;C9> : =; ;; 9<;C 9C ;:A< 9<

Table ;F Total volume and replicated percentage 3by volume6 of inbound and outbound traOc

clients and servers/ It includes the Web ConsorS
tiumT MIT Laboratory for Computer Science and
the MIT AI Laboratory/

Each trace was captured using tcpdump as a pasS
sive monitor listening to Ethernet traOc traveling
on the segment between the Lab and the Internet/
Five sets of ;S9 million packets each were gathered
at diYerent times of dayT corresponding to approxS
imately 9/< GB of raw data in total/ No packet
capture loss was detected/

 ! Analysis Procedure

We statically analyzed each trace by searching
through the packets sequentially for replicated data/
To expose the application dataT we progressively
stripped protocol headers up to the TCP_UDP
level/ For exampleT TCP payloads were identiaed
by removing arst the EthernetT then IP and aS
nally TCP headers/ Our analysis therefore slightly
underestimates the amount of replicated data due
to changing headers at higher protocol layers that
could not easily be taken into accountb one examS
ple of traOc that falls into this category is DNS
responses/

 !0 Replication by Tra6c Type

Our initial analyses classiaed replication by traOc
direction 3incoming and outgoing6 and type 3TCPT
UDPT other IPT and other Ethernet6/ It quickly beS
came evident that most replication occurred in outS
going TCP data on ports @C and @CC;T i/e/T Web
traOc responding to queries from other sites/ To
highlight thisT we separately classiaed TCP port @C
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Figure ;F Cumulative volume of replicated data by
packet length

and @CC; traOc as HTTP traOc/

Table ; summarize the amount of replicated data
that was found in each packet traceT for inbound
and outbound traOcT respectively/ The leftShand
columns show the results for all types of traOc in
each traceT while the rightShand columns summarize
the replication in only the HTTP traOc for each
trace/

These results support our intuition that there are
signiacant amounts of replicated data present in the
traces/ FurtherT most of the traOcT as well as a
greater percentage of replicationT exists in the outS
bound traOc/ ThereforeT for the remainder of this
paperT we will focus on the outbound traOc over the
link/
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Figure &' Percent of outbound tra1c versus window
size

 !" Replication by Packet Size

A further criterion that is important to our scheme
is packet size; Replication in large packets will re>
sult in a more e?ective system than replication in
small packets when Axed>length packet overheads
and packet processing costs are taken into account;

To assess this e?ectD we classiAed the replicated data
according to the length of the data payload; Figure
E depicts the cumulative volume of replicated data
according to packet length; The sharp increases
round FGG and EFGG bytes correspond to the default
TCP segment size is FIJ bytes and the maximum
Ethernet payload E;F Kb; It is apparent that NOP
of the volume of replicated data occurs in packets
with a length greater than FGG bytes; This sug>
gests that small per packet space costs required for
compression will not result in a signiAcant system
overhead;

 !3 Distribution of Replication

FinallyD the timescale of replication events deter>
mines the size of the packet cache needed to observe
and remove such redundancy; To quantify this ef>
fectD we determined the intervalD in bytes of dataD
from each match to the previous copy of the match;
These intervals were then grouped to compute the
percentage of the replicated tra1c that could be

identiAed as a function of window size;

Figure & shows this result for all outbound tra1c;
The positive result that we infer is that the majority
of replicated data can be observed with a cache of
&GG MBD i;e;D reasonable results can be expected if
we cache the data in the amount of RAM that is
presently available in PCs;

 Design and Implementation

We now describe the design and implementation of a
compression architecture that suppresses replicated
data based on the analysis from Section &; The over>
all goal of our scheme is simply to transmit repeated
data as a short dictionary tokenD using caches of re>
cently seen data at both ends of the link to maintain
the dictionary and encode and decode these tokens;

The correct operation of this scheme as a distributed
system is complicated by the fact that messages may
be lost by the channel; Our design must resolve the
following issues'

 How are dictionary tokens generatedY

 How are dictionaries at either end of the link
maintained in a Znearly[ synchronized stateY

 How are Zinevitable[ di?erences in dictionary
state handledY

Our approach is based on the insight that the An>
gerprint of a data segment is an inexpensive name
for the data itselfD both in terms of space and time;
We are aware of the use of Angerprints for identiA>
cation and version control in various systemsD e;g;D
Java RMI]OSD but to the best of our knowledge this
is the Arst time that Angerprints have been applied
for this purpose at the network layer;

We selected the MDF hash _E&` for our implemen>
tation because it is E&a bits and may be calculated
in one rapid traversal of the datab on a PentiumII
Z&IIMHz[ the computational rate of Angerprinting
exceeds &GG Mbps; FurtherD given that the hash
is large enough and collisions rare enoughD it is ef>
fectively a unique name for the data; For exam>
pleD though our architecture handles collisionsD none
were detected in our trace data analysis;
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